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The Dream Apps releases Dream Capture 3.0
Published on 05/25/09
The Dream Apps today released Dream Capture 3.0, an update to their popular, award winning
audio and video recording application for Mac. Dream Capture boasts many features that
make it stand out from the crowd, including, a feature which is new to the 3.0 release the
ability to record high quality 1080i and 1080p High Definition video. Dream Capture 3.0
boasts a brand new interface making it easier and faster to record high quality audio and
video at the click of a button.
Corby, United Kingdom - The Dream Apps today released Dream Capture 3.0, the latest
release of their popular, award winning audio and video recording application for Mac.
Dream Capture boasts many features that make it stand out from the crowd, including, a
feature which is new to the 3.0 release the ability to record high quality 1080i and 1080p
High Definition video. Dream Capture 3.0 boasts a brand new interface making it easier,
and faster to record high quality audio and video at the click of a button.
Some of the new features in the 3.0 release of Dream Capture are:
* All new UI
* Remastered video capture engine for instantaneous saving
* Updated audio compression
* Higher quality audio capture
* Support for HD 1080i and 1080p devices
* New 'Preview' function
* More cameras, codecs and devices supported
The Dream Capture application that has been praised for its style and simplicity brings
itself back to the cutting edge of audio and video capture with the latest release.
System Requirements:
To run, Dream Capture requires a Mac with a G5 processor or higher, but an Intel processor
is recommended. You will need 3.5MB of disk space to install the application, and a video
and/or audio capture device, such as a camera or microphone.
Pricing and Availability:
Dream Capture, from The Dream Apps is priced at $9.95 (USD). Version 3.0 is available from
the 24th May 2009, and is a free upgrade to all existing users of the product.
Dream Capture 3.0:
http://the-dream.co.uk/dreamcapture/
Download Dream Capture:
http://www.macupdate.com/download.php/26403/dreamcapture
Purchase Dream Capture:
http://the-dream.co.uk/buy/dreamcapture/
Dream Capture Icon:
http://the-dream.co.uk/images/dreamcapture_big.png
Screenshot #1:
http://the-dream.co.uk/scs/dreamcapture_sc1.png
Screenshot #2:
http://the-dream.co.uk/scs/dreamcapture_sc2.png
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Located in Corby, United Kingdom, The Dream is a small software development company
founded in 2003 by Christian Owens. Over the years the company has grown from not only
designing websites, to creating websites and award winning Macintosh applications. The
work done by The Dream is often featured on design inspiration websites and our apps have
been featured in magazines such as WebDesigner Magazine, MacFormat and Mac Life.
Copyright
2003-2008 The Dream Apps. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iSight and Shake are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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